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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the linear system l: given by 
x(t) Ax(t) + bu(t), 
,Y(t) <:x(t) 
1 
with state x(t)eRn, control input u(t)eR and measurement output .Y(t)eW . A,b and <: 
are real matrices of dimensions n Xn, n X 1 and p Xn, respectively. Assume that the linear 
system ~ is controlled by a linear static output feedback 
u(t) = ky(t) 
with k a real 1 Xp matrix. The resulting closed loop system Ic1 is described by 
x(t) = (A +bk<:)x(t). 
The poles of the closed loop system ~cl are the eigenvalues of the matrix A +bk<: . 
It is the purpose of the present note to investigate at which locations the poles of the 
closed loop system ~cl can be placed using static output feedback. To this end we assume 
that the linear system ~ is controllable, i.e. we assume that q = n , where 
q = rank[b,Ab, ..... ,An-lb] (cf. [3]). Because, if the system I is not controllable, i.e. if 




[A~1 A12] [x1(t)] 
A22 X2(t) 
.Y(t) = [<:1 <:2] r,(•)1 X2(t) 
with A 11,A 12.A22,bi.<:1 and real matrices of dimensions 
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qXq, qX(n-q), (n -q)X(n-q), qXl, pXq and pX(n -q), respectively, and the pair 
(A u,bi) controllable (cf. [3]). With respect to this partitioning the closed loop system ~cl 
obtained by the application of the static output feedback u(t) = ky(t) is given by 
[
.Xi(t)] = [An +b1kC1 A12+b1kC2] [xi(t)l 
.X2(t) 0 A22 X2(t) . 
Hence, the poles of the closed loop system ~cl consist of the eigenvalues of A 11 + b 1kC1 
and the eigenvalues of A 22 . The eigenvalues of A 22 are known in advance and can not 
be shifted by static output feedback. From this reasoning it is clear that for the investiga-
tion at which locations the poles of the closed loop system can be placed using static out-
put feedback we may focus on systems }; that are controllable. 
2. REsULTS 
Letting im denote the image and ker the kernel of a matrix, we can formulate the follow-
ing theorem which is the main result of this note. 
THEOREM. Let ~ be a controllable system as described above and let p (s) be a real monic 
polynomial of degree n. Then there exists a real 1 Xp matrix k such that 
p(s) = det(sl-(A+bkC)) if and only if p(A)kerCCim[b,Ab, ..... ,An-2b]. 
PROOF. (only if) From the Cayley Hamilton theorem it is clear that p(A +bkC) = 0. If 
XE kerC , it follows by induction that for every i, 2~i~n, there exists 
W;Eim[b,Ab, ...... ,A;-2b] such that (A+bkCYx =Aix+w; Consequently, for every xEkerC 
there exists a vector wEim[b,Ab, ...... ,An-2b] such that O=p(A+bkC)x =p(A)x+w . 
Hence, p (A) ker Cc im [b,Ab, ..... ,An - 2 b ]. 
(if) Since the pair (A,b) is controllable there exists a real (uniquely determined) 1 Xn 
matrix f such that p(s) = det(s/-(A +bf)) (cf. [5]). From the Ackermann formula (cf. 
[l],[2]) it follows that f= e~[b,Ab, ..... ,An-1br 1p(A) where T denotes transposition and e; 
denotes the ;th unit vector in Rn. Now there exists a real 1 Xp matrix k such that 
f = k C if and only if kerC C kerf (cf. [4]). From this it follows that there exists a 1 Xp 
matrix k such that p(s) = det(s/-(A +bkC)) if and only if kerC c 
kerenb,Ab, ..... ,An-1br1p(A). In tum, the latter is equivalent to p(A)kerCc 
ker enb,Ab, ..... ,A n - lb r I. The proof of the theorem is now be completed by the observa-
tion that im[b,Ab, ..... ,An-2b] = kerenb,Ab, ..... ,An-lb]-1• D 
Using the conditions of the above theorem we can investigate the existence of a real 1 Xp 
matrix k satisfying p(s) = det(s/-(A +bkC)), whereupon k can be computed in a way as 
described in the proof of the (if)-part. By dual reasoning a statement about pole placement 
by static output feedback for systems with single output and, possibly, multiple input can 
be derived. We omit this result and we continue with a special case of our pole place-
ment problem in which we assume that also the output is a scalar. The system, denoted ~', 
is then given by 
x(t) = Ax(t)+bu(t), 
y(t) = cx(t) 
where x(t),u(t),A and b are as described before, y(t)ER and c is a real 1 Xn matrix. 
For i = 1,2, .... ,n let R; and O; be real matrices defined as 





We assume that the single-input/ single-output system L' is minimal, i.e. rank Rn = rank 
On = n. The following result is a special case of our main theorem and states exactly 
when there is a scalar static output feedback such that the poles of the closed loop system 
are at prescribed locations given by the zeros of the polynomial p(s). 
COROLLARY. Let L' be a minimal system as given above and let p(s) be a real monic poly-
nomial of degree n. Then there exists a real nµmber k such that p(s) = det(s/ -(A +bkc)) if 
and only if there exists an integer t, l~t<n such that p(A)kerOn-tCimRt. Furthermore, if 
such an integer exists then the latter subspace inclusion is valid for all integers t, l~t<n . 
PROOF • From the previous theorem and its omitted dual version it is clear that the fol-
lowing statements are equivalent. 
(a) There is a keR such that p(s) = det(s/-(A +bkc)). 
(b) p(A)ker01 C imRn-1· 
(c) p(A)kerOn-1 C imR1. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that (cf. [3]). 
0 -ro 
I 0 -r1 bo 
0 I b1 -r2 b2 A= 
' 
b= 
1 0 bn-1 0 0 0 0 I -rn-1 
and c = [0,0,0, . ,0, l]. 
Note that kerOt = span{ei.e2 , •• ,en-t} and et =At-1e1 for all t,I~t<n. Therefore, 
p(A)kerOt p(A)span{ei,Aei, ... ,An-t-Iei} span{h,Ah, ... ,An-t-lh} for all 
t,l~t<n, where we have denoted h =p(A)e1 Now suppose that p(A)kerOtCimRn-t for 
some t,l<t<n. . Then it follows that p(A)kerOt-J span{h,Ah, ... ,An-th} 
span{h,Ah, ... ,An-t-lh} + A span{h,Ah, ... ,An-t-lh} = p(A)ker01 + A p(A)ker01 C 
imRn-t + AimRn-t = imRn-t+I· Hence, for all t,l<t<n, p(A)kerOtCimRn-t implies 
p(A)kerOt-I C imRn-t+I· By the equivalence of the statements (a),(b) and (c) the proof of 
the corollary is now completed. D 
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